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JEWELLERS
Dipples

Dipples, founded in 1878, is now run by the fourth and fifth generations 
of the founding family.  Making Dipples the oldest family owned 

jewellers in Norwich.  Whilst our second store in Dereham has also been 
established for over 50 years.

 
We pride ourselves on the diverse and extensive selections on display in 
our stores.  We have without doubt the widest and most comprehensive 

wedding band collection in Norfolk.  Our friendly, helpful and 
knowledgeable staff our always on hand to provide advice and help 
guide you on your journey to find the perfect bands, or any other 

jewellery or gift items, for your special day.
 

We work closely with our wedding suppliers to bring to you only the 
best collections for your day.  We can often personalise items, with 

engraving for example, or we can even have bespoke pieces designed just 
for you !

 01603 623051
 
@ sales@dipples.com
 
 www.dipples.com
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WEDDING CAKES
Wedding Cakes by Jean

Jean at Amazing Cakes by Jean likes to let her brides tell you 
about her service and about her cakes!

• “You are one of the friendliest most helpful persons
we have come across in the planning of our big day.”

• “Your service has been incredibly positive and
professional with great communication throughout.”

• “The cake was superb and more than I’d
ever imagined.”

• “It was absolutely stunning. You created exactly what
we were hoping for and more.”

• “We all commented on how fresh and light the
texture was - like sponges used to taste.”

• “It was absolutely brilliant! We’re so glad we
chose you!”

• “It truly was exactly how I hoped it would be. It was
heaven on a stand.”

• “It went down a storm! A lot of the guests kept
sneaking back for more!”

Do get in touch and... choose an Amazing Cake by Jean!

 01359 241135
 
@ jean@amazingcakesbyjean.co.uk
 
 www.amazingcakesbyjean.co.uk
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MUSIC
Kavolini String Quartet

With years of professional playing experience, the Kavolini String 
Quartet offers a friendly, committed and personal service throughout 

the process, and have client feedback that reflects their professionalism 
from the initial quote to the final performance.Indoor or outdoor, 

formal or casual – we offer a wide repertoire ranging from Bach to Lady 
Gaga and if we don’t have the music you’re looking for, we can arrange it 
for you!With affordable pricing and detailed music planning services, we 

look forward to helping you plan your event.

 07707 045871 |  07717 173090
 
@ enquiries@kavolinistringquartet.co.uk
 
 www.kavolinistringquartet.co.uk
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DJ
New Level Entertainment

New Level Entertainment is a firmly established and accomplished 
company providing the very best in Mobile Discos.With many years of 

experience in providing the very best professional mobile Disco services, 
you can be sure of an all round dependable and competent service.Our 
DJ’s are highly sought after throughout the year. They only provide the 

highest quality of entertainment for event types.

 0800 002 9438
 
@ info@newlevelentertainment.com
 
 www.newlevelentertainment.com
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MUSIC
Ukulele Simon

Ukulele Simon is a singing ukulele entertainer and one of the freshest 
& most energetic entertainers in the UK today. His use of effects, loops 
and stomp boxes help him cover any song from the classics through to 

modern day chart toppers. Eclectically funny, always entertaining, never 
boring and guaranteed to have you smiling from start to finish.

Ever since He was small his mum always said that he was a natural 
entertainer so it was the only choice for him as a career path. He fell 
in love with the ukulele in his early 20’s after years of playing guitar 

and once he had played his first chord he was hooked. He has years of 
experience playing at weddings, functions, parties, picnics, festivals, 

schools and much more up and down the country.

His name is Simon and he plays the ukulele.

 00000 000000
 
@ info@email.co.uk
 
 www.website.co.uk
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BAND
Stereojack

Stereo Jack are a 5-piece covers band based in East Anglia, who play 
hits from the 1950s right through to the present day.  They provide 

professional, versatile, energetic and funfilled evenings of entertainment 
for any event, including: Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries, Parties,  

Proms, Charity Events, Pub Music Evenings, Festivals and
Corporate Functions.

The band pride themselves on their youthful, energetic and vibrant 
stage shows; as well as their skilful mix of classic cover band tracks and 
more far-out versions of numbers not often attempted by other bands 

in the industry! Stereo Jack are proud to be fronted by not 1, but 3 
unique singers who provide spine-tingling harmonies and broaden the 

spectrum of music the band can deliver.
The earliest edition of the band formed in 2012 with original members 

Tony Trott, Jason Rampling and Aaron Groom, who were existing friends 
from their music college days. The trio began with a short, basic list of 

songs and managed to acquire performance slots in local pubs and clubs.
 There, they quickly built up a reputation for being an “in-demand”

party act. A strong focus on crafting tailored, high-quality set lists has 
continued to be a key selling point for Stereo Jack; allowing them to 

tune into any given crowd and react on-the-fly to a given atmosphere.

Since acquiring newest members Tom Giles and Daisy Webb in mid-2015 
to complete the current line-up, the band have significantly grown in 
confidence. Having allocated each band member a secondary role in 

addition to performing, they make full use of their skills in enterprise, 
client services and marketing to continuously evolve as a fully 

functioning business.

 07570 584996
 
@ stereojackband@gmail.com
 
 www.stereojackmusic.co.uk
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CRECHE
Safe & Sound Childcare

Safe and Sound Events specialises in bespoke childcare and event 
services for weddings and other one-off events. Taking a personal 
approach with each and every family to understand your needs 

and expectations, we offer a unique service handling the complete 
logistics for the children on the day. Working hard to make the best 
match possible for you with our team of highly qualified childcare 

professionals; you can rest assured that your children are in capable and 
caring hands while you work, entertain, travel or enjoy celebrating with 

your family.

Our business is bespoke childcare for one-off events, we are about 
making the children a greater part of the day, not taking them away 

from the fun. Our main focus is weddings but we also cater for corporate 
and charity events and all family celebrations. The service is available at 
your venue or in your home, providing supervision, entertainment and 
activities for the younger ones so that you, your guests and the children 

can all enjoy the event and catch up with friends and relatives.

Providing all important supervision, fun and games to keep your 
younger guests entertained throughout the day, our event childcare 

includes age appropriate toys, games and activities which will provide 
plenty of exciting things to do and help the day run more smoothly 

along with outside activities. With services including full supervision 
for 40+ children, luxury VIP childcare with specific members of the 

team providing childcare to an individual family or a small number of 
children, through to evening crèches that allow the parents who are not 
staying at the venue overnight to enjoy the evening of an event well after 

their children’s bedtime, and through the night babysitting. We fully 
supervise and entertain the children so the grownups can continue to 

party; safe in the knowledge that the little ones are happy and content in 
a secure space.

 07774 708569
 
@ info@safeandsoundevents.com
 
 www.safeandsoundevents.com
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MUSIC
Cambridge Wedding Harpist

Beautiful harp music for your wedding day

The enchanting sound of the harp will bring an air of magic and 
occasion to your wedding day. The harp not only sounds beautiful but 

also looks visually stunning and can be played almost anywhere!Whether 
you are looking for classical music for your wedding, traditional folk 

harp, or popular classics and jazz standards, Rebecca Warner (nee 
Applin), The Cambridge Harpist, will bring that extra sparkle to your 

special day with her beautiful harp music.

 07816 537185
 
@ info@thecambridgeharpist.co.uk
 
 www.thecambridgeharpist.co.uk
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FLORIST
Libby Ferris Flowers

Libby Ferris Flowers is based in Norwich and provides a full 
range of floristry and floral design services with wedding 
and event floristry being our speciality. The team at Libby 
Ferris Flowers has a wealth of knowledge and a combined 

experience of 100 years in floristry!

Our designers, led by Sachiko Smale who is a British Master 
Florist and RHS Chelsea Medallist, specialise in creating 

bespoke, personal and distinctively chic and natural-looking 
arrangements for all events and occasions. We take our 

inspiration from our natural surroundings and the time of 
year to create a dramatic impact with our designs. We can also 
bring a fusion of different cultural influences and styles to our 

designs.  

We always source the most beautiful and highest quality fresh 
flower varieties to ensure that we achieve the best possible 
effect from our designs. We are a company that has a strong 
ethical basis and wherever possible we obtain our materials 

from sustainable, responsible and “green” sources.

 01603 886123
 
@ info@libbyferrisflowers.co.uk
 
 www.libbyferrisflowers.co.uk
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DECOR
My Fleur

My Fleur are a family run Florist and Award Winning Venue Stylist 
situated in the heart of Norfolk. We offer bespoke styling to create the 

perfect finish for your special day. You can view all of our beautiful, 
unique products at our showroom based in Norwich.

We can supply an all inclusive package containing everything from 
flowers, centrepieces, dance floors, hanging lanterns, ceiling draping, 

flowers walls, fairylight backdrops, uplighting, themed styling, light up 
letters, Photo Booths and much more.

We aim to offer something a little different as we believe that each 
wedding is completely unique and should reflect each couple that we 

are lucky enough to work along side. We believe that the individuality of 
each wedding is key as we want to wow both you and your guests with a 

stunning finish to your special day. 

We manufacture many of our own products to ensure that they are one 
of a kind and of the highest standard. We always welcome a challenge, 

so if you have a new idea or something a little different, please don’t be 
afraid to ask!

 01603 280830
 
@ myfleurnorwich@outlook.com
 
 www.facebook.com/Myfleur
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ENTERTAINMENT
Kings & Queens Casinos

Kings & Queens have been supplying a top quality 
Entertainment service for Weddings, Corporate, Charity Balls 

and Company promotional events for nearly 10 years.
Our excellent team are both professional Dealers and great 
social engagers, keeping guests stimulated and entertained.

We offer a great ice breaker and with Fun Money used, there 
really is no gamble, just great fun and prizes can be offered for 

top players.

Games include Roulette & Blackjack and many more and we 
offer a large selection of special props and classy additions to 

grace any event.

Please Call us on 01603 905495 or drop us an email at info@
kqfuncasinos.com for a tailor made quote.

 01603 905495
 
@ info@kqfuncasinos.com
 
 www.kqfuncasinos.com
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FLORIST
Fern Flowers

Fern Flowers is owed by Hannah Jarvis, an events florist with 
over five years floristry experience in weddings, funerals, 

parties, corporate flowers and house dressing.  Hannah works 
closely with clients and her passion for flowers shines through 
to ensure every occasion is extra special and personalised.  She 

says “it is a privilege to be part of someone’s special day and 
bring joy by creating unique designs with beautiful flowers”.    
Hannah says that one of the best feelings is presenting a bride 

with a bespoke bouquet that has been designed with her in 
mind.

   
Fern Flowers have a natural style with a twist, making every 
floral design imaginative and original.  It is their belief that 

floral designs should smell as beautiful as they look, and 
advise brides on how this can be achieved within their chosen 

themes.
  

Every effort is made to ensure floral creations are perfect for 
their purpose, and loved by the brides who have chosen them.

 07810 777006
 
@ hannah@fernflowers.co.uk
 
 www.fernflowers.co.uk
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ENTERTAINMENT
Edd Crafer Magician

Hello & Congratulations! My name is Edd Crafer, and I am the 
wedding magician that your guests can’t stop talking about!

With over 20 years experience of being a professional 
magician, I specialise in creating laughter, amazement 

and magical memories, ensuring that your wedding day is 
incredible. From rocking your drinks reception to getting 
the evening party started, I plan to mingle and entertain 

all of your guests with my high impact and memorable 
performance. This will help set the perfect atmosphere, 

creating a lot of fun and laughter with everybody ensuring 
that you can totally relax and enjoy your special day.

Why Book Edd For Your Wedding Day?
Close-Up Magic is one of the most popular, modern and 

memorable ways to bring excitement to your wedding day. My 
entertainment combines mind blowing sleight of hand and 
a dynamic performance style, which will be remembered by 

your guests long after your wedding day.
My performance features some astonishing magic with 

playing cards, changing £5 notes into £50 notes and lottery 
tickets into money, as well as elements of mind reading 

and metal bending. Along with some impossible illusions 
presented right in front of your eyes, which engages and

involves the participation of everybody. I am so proud to have 
received the greatest honour of winning the East of England’s 

‘Best Wedding Entertainment’ twice, as voted for by my 
couples at The Wedding Industry Awards, the

most prestigious awards presented within the wedding 
industry. My passion overall is to help you make your day 

spectacular. I look forward to bringing my own
touch of magic to your wedding.

 07789 390150
 
@ info@email.co.uk
 
 www.eddcrafermagic.com
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MUSIC
Vaults Quartet

Vaults Quartet are an acclaimed string quartet hailing from 
London. They have performed at venues ranging from the 

Royal Albert Hall to underground clubs, festivals and stately 
homes. 

Their repertoire ranges from Bach to Beyonce, with 
arrangements in pop, soul, jazz, RnB and classical. Vaults are 
also able to arrange any favourite song for special occasions 

and tailor the setlist to each event they play for.

Glamorous and professional, Vaults Quartet have been 
enjoying performing together since 2009 and have since played 

for hundreds of weddings and events; they are delighted to 
now be a recommend supplier of Hockwold Hall.

 07763 755646
 
@ info@vaultsquartet.co.uk
 
 www.vaultsquartet.co.uk
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PHOTOGRAPHER
Gina Manning Photography

I deliver the emotions and the moments of a wedding. The 
moments you won’t necessarily remember but will be grateful 
to look back on. I focus on the people that make the wedding. 
The smiles, the laughs and sometimes even the tears. As these 

are what will mean the most for years to come. 

 
 
@ hello@ginamanning.co.uk
 
 www.ginamanning.co.uk
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WEDDING DRESSES
Lara B Design

Lara B, is a premier boutique offering designer, bespoke, 
bridal gowns that stands us apart from the rest. We have 

ensured our personal service, passion and honest, expert 
advice matches the quality of our gowns. With a relaxed 

atmosphere and one-on-one appointment, brides and your 
guests will have a stress free experience with us.

Our selection of gowns has been hand-picked to give you 
some of the best bridal designers. These include Jesus Peiro, 
Mikaella and Rembo styling. We also have our own Lara B 

couture collection, exclusive to Lara B, which offers over 200 
dress options!

Lara B couture can give you a bespoke option for your dress. 
Mix and Match the perfect combination from our separates, 
to design your own creation. All made in the UK, as a single 
dress. Our boutique collection’s offer dresses from £1,300 – 

£2,500, so hopefully a budget to suit many budgets. For smaller 
budgets, our sale rail is always on offer with dresses mostly 
under £1,000. Our ranges are enhanced by complementary 

accessories.

As well as our bridal service, we also offer an extension to our 
services. We design and make christening gowns from wedding 
dresses too. Something our customers get great pleasure from 

doing. Being able to create another special memory with us 
and from their most special day ever.

 01638 561770
 
@ info@larab.co.uk
 
 www.larab.co.uk
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TOASTMASTER
Toastmaster Bob

As your toastmaster my role is to ensure everything on your 
wedding day flows smoothly from start to finish. As soon as 
you have secured my services I offer you the benefit of my 

experience and expertise in planning your special day. I pay 
special attention to timings and order of events. 

On the wedding day, secure in the knowledge that the man 
in the red coat has everything under control, you and your 

guests will be able to relax and enjoy this memorable occasion.

 01603 465819
 
@ bob@toastmasterbob.co.uk
 
 www.toastmasterbob.co.uk
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WEDDING CELEBRANT
The Ceremony People

With so much choice in every aspect of a wedding these days, 
increasingly couples are deciding they’d like to have more of a say in the 

content of their ceremony too. We’re all individual, and your wedding 
day should reflect this. So if you’re looking for something a bit different 
from the norm, check out an Independent Celebrant, like The Ceremony 

People.

The beauty of a celebrant-led wedding is that none of the usual 
restrictions of civil ceremonies apply. That means you have total freedom 

to make your ceremony exactly what you want it to be. Indoors or 
outside, you’re only limited by your own imagination. Your ceremony 
can contain many of the elements your guests would expect to see at a 

wedding, such as the giving away of the bride and the exchange of vows 
and rings, but there are so many other ways to make it truly memorable, 

and unlike a Humanist ceremony, any spiritual or religious rituals, 
traditions, music, readings or prayers can be incorporated too.

The whole idea is to have something which is unique and personal to 
you. We’ll meet and get to know you, and put you at the centre of your 

wedding. We’re totally flexible, have no restrictive rotas, are at the end of 
the phone whenever you or Hockwold Hall need to speak to us and we’ll 

be there as long as you need us on the day. We’re former registrars with 
over 14 years of experience between us, so we have the skills to create a 

ceremony which truly reflects you as a couple – one you and your guests 
will remember for all the right reasons.

The legal registering of your marriage will still need to be done at a 
Register Office, either in Norfolk or the area where you live. This is a very 

simple and straightforward process, for which there is a fee of around 
£50, which includes your marriage certificate, and we’re here to guide 

you through it all. And with the legals out of the way, you really can 
relax and enjoy every bit of your day, with no stress or pressure.

A wedding is such a momentous occasion in anyone’s life – enjoy every 
minute of yours!

 07470 488307
 
@ enquiries@theceremonypeople.co.uk
 
 www.theceremonypeople.co.uk
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
Nia & James

We are a husband and wife team running this striking, 
forward thinking and diverse professional photography 

company. We love photography and are passionate about every 
one of our photoshoots. Our aim is to transform our award 
winning photography into lifelong treasured memories for 
our valued clients, providing an excellent client experience 

throughout. We firmly believe in quality and that your 
photographs deserve to be displayed on your wall with pride, 

not hidden on a digital storage device, never to be shared. 
With the exceptionally high  level of service and quality of 
photography we provide, you may mistakingly think that a 

commission may be highly priced, but with wedding packages 
starting at just £995, you’ll find that we are very competitively 

priced

 07968 981764
 
@ info@niaandjames.com
 
 www.niaandjames.com
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
Roger Brown Photography

Having worked for high end fashion magazines such as Grazia, Harpers 
and Cosmopolitan, I began photographing my friends’ weddings for fun 
and found that I absolutely loved it! Weddings have now become a large 

part of my commissioned work and I’m constantly busy shooting all 
over the UK as well as abroad. My emphasis is on minimal interruption, 
allowing you to mingle with your guests whilst I capture natural images 
– a smile, a laugh, a certain look. Of course, I include posed and family 
group shots.I grew up in the beautiful county of Dorset before settling 
in Surrey with Rachel and my three boys. I completely understand the 
stress and anticipation of the big day as I am still trying to organise my 
own wedding to Rachel, who I’ve been engaged to for many years now!

 01932 570535 | 07946 323923
 
@ info@rogerbrownphotography.com
 
 www.rogerbrownphotography.com
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ENTERTAINMENT
Lickety Ice

Our Lickety Ice lollies are lovingly handmade in Suffolk using 
only the freshest, sweetest natural ingredients. From creamy 
dessert and cheesecake lollies to fruity combinations, we can 

even produce your favourite cocktail on a stick. Every ice 
lolly is bursting with seasonal flavours and can be served from 

our bespoke ice lolly cart or self-serve freezer which can be 
personalised to suit your special occasion.

If you fancy something a little special that’s currently not in 
our seasonal range then we will be happy to create a flavour 
for you. We can also offer bespoke laser cut lolly sticks with a 

message or design of your choice. Hide a joke under the ice or 
personalise with your names and dates. We will work with you 

to ensure the lolly sticks match the theme of your event.
 

All our lollies are gluten free and and we have plenty of fruity 
options that would suit a vegan or dairy free diet. We would 

also be happy to discuss making versions of our creamy range 
with dairy free alternatives.

 07737 229041
 
@ hello@licketyice.co.uk
 
 www.licketyice.co.uk
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ENTERTAINMENT
Boutique Booths

 At Boutique Booths we pride ourselves on being the UK’s premier 
luxury full length photo booth studio experience for weddings and 

events; we are so much more than your average photo booth. In fact, it’s 
this ‘getting more’ that sets us apart from the competition.  We provide 
a truly unique entertainment studio experience, with our fully hosted 
service helping all guests to capture memorable life moments in a fun 

and creative way, whilst enjoying our ‘party within a party’ as they strut 
their stuff like at a magazine shoot and take stunning portraits like 
on the red carpet whilst showing off the latest fashions. Our unique 

Hosted entertainment experience is so much more than your average 
photo booth, we know how to excite and entertain your guests, and we 
know exactly how to take stunning beautiful portraits, as well as the fun 

themed photos and the 1080p HD videos and Slo-Mo videos.

Currently we’re the only photo booth in the UK providing completely 
full length images with a truly unique experience and our testimonials 
reflect this. We are proud to have won the 2016 and 2014 award for the 

Most Popular Photo Booth in the UK by The Wedding Industry Experts, 
and were runners up in 2015 and 2017. We were also finalists in the 2015, 
2016 and 2017 Wedding Industry Awards “Special Touch” category and 

the Essex Wedding Awards 2014, 2015 and 2016 “Wow Factor” categories.

Whether you want one of our award winning unique full length photo 
booths for your wedding, birthday party, work Christmas Party, Bar or 

Bat Mitzvah,  our packages include everything you would need in order 
to make your event extra special. Our fully Hosted service creates a truly 
unique entertainment experience, with unlimited double prints all the 

stunningly beautiful and fun images will go into your beautiful guest 
book to create a priceless special memento of your amazing day.

 07881 387654
 
@ boutique-booths@safeandsoundevents.com
 
 www.boutique-booths.com
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TRANSPORT
The Little Vintage Car Co

We are a small local company, but see this as our greatest 
strength. Being little means that we can craft our experiences, 

personally knowing every customer and helping with the 
little details that matter so much.Whether you are looking 
for travel to just your ceremony or to your ceremony and 

reception we can organise a plan that works for you and your 
budget. See the link below for details on our packages and  

pricing. There is also a link on our website to a questions and 
answers page which you might find useful.

 07597 612806
 
@ info@thelittlevintagecarco.com
 
 www.thelittlevintagecarco.com
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TRANSPORT
Cambridge Wedding Cars

 At Cambridge Wedding Cars we’re in possession of many fantastic cars, 
form the Classic Bentley’s to a Modern Day Aston Martin DB9’s and the 
iconic Jaguar E types and much more.If you’re looking for a luxurious 

wedding car for Bride and Groom at an amazing price, then Cambridge 
Wedding Cars is the place to come. Led by a fantastic 3 man team 

Cambridge Wedding Cars are able to give you the perfect package hassle 
free for your big day.

The wedding car fleet comprises of 25 modern and classic luxurious 
prestige cars, all in pristine condition throughout and expertly 

maintained in-house by Wallis and Son’s skilled and highly experienced 
technicians.

Cambridge Wedding Cars is owned by the Wallis family who own the 
well-known and respected Wallis and Son quality car dealership, 

Wallis Rentals and garage business based just outside Cambridge in the 
attractive village of Barton. Cambridge Wedding Cars itself is run by 

Elliot Wallis, the company’s Managing Director who also happens to be 
Dealer Principal at Wallis and Son.

 01638 665163
 
@ botanicals@thetaylerstudios.com
 
 www.thetaylerstudios.com
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STATIONERY
Oops a Doodle

Nicola, the designer behind Oops a doodle, specialises 
in creating beautiful, illustrated wedding stationery full 
of character. She has a range of charming pre-designed 

invitations and stationery suites that are time-friendly and can 
be sent out to your guests within two weeks of ordering. Or, 
if you want something more unique; Nicola loves to work on 
bespoke commissions creating something unique for you, so 
she can ensure you get the perfect stationery for your special 
day. As well as Save the Dates and invitations, Oops a doodle 
can provide you with all your “on the day” stationery needs, 
including tables plans, place cards, table decor and wedding 

signage to match your theme. On the day items really help set 
the tone of your day and add those extra-special touches that 
make a wedding venue so special. Nicola likes to work with 
each couple to ensure her designs are perfect for their day 

and she offers a very popular hand-lettering service, creating 
hand-painted wedding signs, table plans and place cards. 

 07872 937612
 
@ info@oopsadoodle.com
 
 www.oopsadoodle.com
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MUSIC / DJ
Charlie Sadd Singer

Charlie Said is a local Singer, Songwriter and Dj with an amazing voice 
perfect for your special day. He can accommodate for the whole wedding 
from singing you down the aisle, a chilled wedding breakfast set or your 
magical first dance and keeping that dance floor flowing all night long. 

With a large repertoire that caters to any style of music you may like 
from the current day to the groovy 60’s and so much more. The perfect 

addition to your day.

 07595 831550
 
@ sweetmusicevents@outlook.com
 
 www.sweetmusicnorwich.co.uk
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FLORIST
Little Norfolk Flower

Little Norfolk Flower is a seasonal florist working here on the 
North Norfolk coast offering a stunning and unique flowery 
experience for your wedding day.   Run by seasonal design 

florist, Lucy Grant, Little Norfolk Flower works closely with 
local Norfolk flower growers and other British suppliers 
whenever possible to provide a snapshot of the beautiful 

Norfolk countryside whatever the season and wherever you 
decide to get married - town or country, inside or outside, 

under a tepee or under the stars. 

Lucy more often than not gets the inspiration for her designs 
while walking on the beach or along many of Norfolk’s hidden 

lanes with her beloved Labradors and can often be seen 
returning from a walk with the perfect piece of foliage or 

willow for a table centrepiece to ensure that a little piece of 
the Norfolk countryside is present at every wedding.   Little 

Norfolk Flower love their Norfolk brides (almost as much 
as they love their flos) and always want to work with them 
to make sure their exact vision for their wedding day can 

become a reality with every detail counting.  They always do 
their best for each of their brides.  

All designs are bespoke, whatever the vibe and colour scheme 
whether vintage, boho, botanical, Bollywood, woodland, 

coastal, green and white, pink and white or no white at all, 
with flos in gin bottles or without flos in gin bottles … and 

always with added fairy lights and love! A full floristry service 
is provided including bridal collection and both ceremony 

and venue flowers.  Many designs are unique to Little Norfolk 
Flower such as flowery tripods and selfie-frames and as such 

provide a memorable addition to your wedding.

 07946 640933
 
@ hello@littlenorfolkflower.co.uk
 
 www.littlenorfolkflower.co.uk
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WEDDING CAKES
Sassa’s Bespoke Cakes & Cupcakes

 “At Sassa’s Bespoke Cakes we are a small family run team of 3 who take 
enormous pride in our work, striving to create stunning designs with the 

utmost attention to detail.  
Be it a small wedding cake for 30 or a huge ‘wow factor’ cake for 130 we 

want you to have a cake to remember. 
All our cakes are made to order by us, nothing bought in, on site in our 
kitchen and from our customers response we seem to have a very tasty 

cake as well as ‘amazing’ designs.
We have our own showroom which has a permanent display of some 

of our wedding cake designs and this can be booked for your wedding 
consultation. Please contact us for more information about our cakes 

and our showroom.”

 07881 022889
 
@ sassascakes@googlemail.com
 
 www.sassascakes.co.uk
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SPA
SK Clinic & Spa

We have an appreciation for the unique qualities of the 
individual, our staff and our customers. We understand that 

all needs are different and that no experience is the same, it is 
our core philosophy to remain bespoke and people focused.

Offering a unique concept in providing very tailored 
treatments amidst luxurious surroundings, SK is aimed at 
three distinct types of client; those looking for relaxation, 

pampering and well-being; those seeking answers and results 
to skincare concerns; and those who enjoy regular grooming 

but want an enhanced treatment. 
A carefully chosen product range includes the 100% natural 
Pevonia skincare, fashionable OPI and Artistic Colour Gloss 
nailcare, award-winning bareMinerals Make-up, Australian 
Body Care, Crazy Tan Angel and Lash Perfect..SK, committed 

to the individual.

 01284 748470
 
@ info@skclinic.co.uk
 
 www.skclinic.co.uk
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HAIR & MAKE UP
Pretty Faces Make Up

Emma Quin’s love of makeup started as a very young girl 
when watching her big sisters transform themselves ready 
for parties and dates. Mesmerised by their green and blue 
eyeshadow ( it was the 70’s!) she quickly learnt to use her 
favourite Mary Quant eyeshadow set. The smell of Yardley 

lipsticks still evoke memories of her mum applying her bright 
pink lip colour.

In 2003 Emma became an independent makeup artist after a 
career break to start a family. She now successfully combines 

her business with the commitment to her family.
Emma will not only introduce you to a whole new way of 
applying make-up, she will also make it fun, exciting and 

relaxed, leaving you feeling extra special. Being a very calming 
and experienced person Emma is ideal to have with you on the 
morning of your wedding and often goes over and above being 

your makeup artist! She has also become quite an expert in 
doing up wedding dresses and ensuring everything is running 

to schedule!

Emma lives in Sudbury, Suffolk and is happy to travel to your 
chosen location on your wedding day within most parts of  

Suffolk, Essex, Norfolk and Cambridgshire. However if your 
location is further afield ( more than an hours drive away ) she 

may have to make a small charge for time spent in travel.
Emma uses the highest quality products suitable for sensitive 

skins. These include Mac, Benefit, Clarins, Lancome, 
Bobbie Brown, Clinique Max Factor and Airbase Airbrush 

Foundation. She has no brand loyalty and use what she thinks 
will work best for you.

 01787 312932 | 07963 467387
 
@ emma.quin@gmail.com
 
 https://prettyfacesmakeup.co.uk/
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Weddings 
H OCKWOLD  H ALL

atHockwold Hall, Station Road, Hockwold-cum-Wilton, Norfolk, IP26 4HZ
www.hockwoldhallnorfolk.com     01842 827365     hockwoldhall@gmail.com


